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Rowing boat storage next to Huish Bridge Amenity Area 

 

To decide how to respond to emails received from concerned local residents as follows: 
 

i I just wanted to bring to your attention, (in case you were not aware), of recent 
activity at Huish (Black) Bridge involving the arrival and storage of an ever increasing 
number and variety of rowing craft. 

 
Soon after Christmas, a trailer carrying a very long 8 seater, bright yellow, ex Oxford 
rowing boat took up station in the car Park there ....it took up 3/4 car parking spaces  
....it stayed for about a week and was then moved into a nearby field.....apparently 
with the owner’s consent, although it is unclear if rent is being paid. The owner of 
the boat has freely admitted that it is far too big to use on the River Parrett.....so 
why is it there ?  
 

ii I am writing to express our concern over the development of the “Somerset 
Community Rowing Club’ that has appeared in the field next to Huish/Black Bridge.  

 
When the first couple of canoes appeared we assumed they were for private use. 
Over time this has proved to be incorrect. The number and type of boats has grown 
considerably (see photos below). From the large sign attached to the field gate, it is 
obvious this is being run as a commercial venture.  
 
Whilst the field is privately owned, we assume the car park and slipway used to 
access the river is owned by the council and therefore presumably you have thoughts 
on the following? 
 
1) Does one not need a license to operate a business/club on the river? 
2) Is planning permission not required to convert from agricultural land to a 
retail/service business? 
3) Concerns about health and safety of people on the river? 
4) Concerns about the wildlife and fish population with yet more traffic, noise and 
inevitable pollution brought into the car park area and river? 
5) Concerns about the fishermen who have to pay for a licence to fish? 
6) Surely this type of business should be run from the town where in the past there 
was a canoe/rowing boat business - the increased number of people would at least 
benefit the cafés and other business in the town. 
7) The increased traffic along the lane leading to the car park and the subsequent 
issues of parking will bring more chaos to the car park. 
8) Lastly, surely the council have a responsibility to preserve and protect this glorious 
stretch of river and countryside we are fortunate enough to enjoy? the unsightly 
collection of trailers, boats and signage plus general noise and activity has already 
really changed this once peaceful area into at times what feels like a boating lake. 
 
Although I have copied in the councillors I assume that you will formally bring this to 
their attention in a timely fashion - surely this burgeoning enterprise needs to be 
nipped in the bud? 
 
I look forward to hearing back from you.  
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iii I have meant to raise this issue for several weeks now, but having my view almost 
completely obscured this afternoon, I might as well do it while I’m standing here.  So 
please excuse poor punctuation/typos… 

 
For some weeks now there has been an ever increasing number of canoes gathering 
just beside black bridge. 
 
Evidently they belong to a lady who wants to set up a canoeing club miles away, but 
has somehow gained the agreement of the new owner of this land to pile her canoes 
up here. 
 
It is a great shame, after all the beautiful improvements to the river that the council 
managed to bring into effect in the last two years, that what was once a beautiful 
view from Black bridge is now hugely blighted by a mountain of canoe hulls & 
trailers.  
 
It devalues the peaceful beauty of the area for local people.  It was previously a 
beautiful and much loved spot for photographs from various angles because of its  
proximity to the convergence of two rivers, the sunrise angle etc.  
 
It devalues the peaceful beauty of the area for tourists – who are important in 
economic terms for the area, and likely to be increasingly so. 
 
I could be mistaken – but I believe this field was previously assigned for agricultural 
use, which this is not, it is directly commercial. Has a change of plan permission been 
granted? 
 
I was also of the impression that this is a conservation area with highly valued 
traditional views, which this is completely and utterly ruining.  
 
Is this something we are all suddenly expected to live with? Or are there questions 
regarding it that needs to be answered – and in the meantime can she be asked to 
move her canoes somewhere closer to her actual rowing club/or somewhere less 
beautiful?  
 
I’m all for people setting up new businesses, and the idea of a canoe club in essence 
is great – but it feels like this has been handled with great presumption and zero 
sensitivity by the business owner and land owner involved.  Probably unintentionally, 
but nevertheless. 
 
Could I please have your comments at your earliest convenience.  
 

Email from Somerset Community Rowing Club: 

 

My partner and I are establishing a new rowing club to provide an opportunity for the 
community in Langport and the surrounding area to enjoy rowing and explore the river 
Parrett. This area of Somerset appears to be underserved as the nearest established rowing 
clubs are in Bradford-upon-Avon, Taunton and Exeter which are all some distance away. 
The river Parrett from Midelney Pumping Station to Oath Lock is perfect water for rowing 
and the recent investment in the footpath and pontoons only further enhances the area. Our 
club would also provide another opportunity for the community to enjoy the outdoors and 
their wonderful environment. 
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The club will be called Somerset Community Rowing Club (www.scrc.co.uk). We have no 
buildings – our boats are stored on a rowing boat trailer which we have permission to store 
on a resident’s land adjacent to the Black Bridge car park. The slipway at the car park would 
provide our access to the river. 
We plan different offerings depending on the experience of the rower – from learn to row 
which is a coached introduction for inexperienced rowers to independent rowing where 
experienced rowers can take one of our boats and enjoy the river on their own. 
We have already had interest, from those who used to row but no longer have the 
equipment or opportunity, those who would bring their children to enjoy the river and those 
who are looking for a new activity. 
We are writing to you today to inform you of our intentions and to ask your advice on 
further notifications / permissions that we will need prior to launching our club. 
We look forward to hearing from you. 
 
 
 

 

 

 


